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No one killed Jessica

Rani Mukherjee is back! No one killed Jessica, starring Rani and Vidya
Balan is based on a true story. 
This political thriller set in Delhi is said to be based on the Jessica Lal mur-
der case. The director went on to clarify that the title and the script are
based on the headline which was carried out by the times of India in 2006
when the accused of the Jessica Lal murder case was acquitted by the
courts leading to protests nationwide. The case was reopened and accused
were sentenced. 

The movie is releasing on the 7th of January - coming to Hoyts cinemas In
Australia.

My name is Khan at the
Oscars
The Reminder List of Productions Eligible for the 83rd Academy
Awards is out and we receive a pleasant surprise as we see none
other than the heart warming film, My name is khan while scanning
this list. 
My name is Khan has also been nominated for every other Indian

cinema award including Film fare, Big star entertainment awards, Zee
cine awards, Star screen awards and many others. The films main
stars, Sharukh Khan and Kajol have also been nominated in their
respective categories. 

It's the time for awards early in the year. We will just wait and see
who bags it and who misses out. 

By Tharu
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Dhobi Ghat - Amirs new production
After starring in the award winning 3-idiots,
Amir is back with his newest film Dhobi
ghat. In the crowded city of Mumbai four
individuals are separated by class and lan-
guage. The story follows their journey as
they drift closer together and away from
each of their comfort zones. 

The movie stars four characters in lead
role. Aamir Khan(Arun) plays role of a
reclusive modern art painter. Monica Dogra
(Shai) as Indian American banker who is
on visit to Mumbai. Prateek Babbar
(Munna) as washerboy and Kriti Malhotra
(Yasmin). We can meet these people on
the 21st of January at Hoyts!
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Amitabh Bachchan and Cameron Diaz to
to share dais at IIFA 2011

Next year, Amitabh Bachchan's much-delayed
international collaboration will finally happen,
though on an unusual platform. 

In June 2011, the Big B will be bonding with sev-
eral big international names including Cameron
Diaz who will be part of an American-Hollywood
entourage to be invited to participate at the inter-
national Bollywood event.

Says a source, "Because this time the IIFA is
being held in Toronto many big names from the
American movie industry are being invited to
attend and Cameron Diaz has already said yes.
The IIFA organizers Wizcraft have already spoken
to Cameron. Events are being planned to accom-
modate Mr. Bachchan and Cameron on the same
platform for several discussions on the coming
together of Bollywood and Hollywood."


